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WITNESS: The inner soul, as eternal undestroyable 
witness, is watching ‘forming thoughts in our interior 
and telling words, doing works in our exterior’.

LIFE: The inner soul is incessantly notifying us, the 
unconditional INDIVIDUAL LIVING possessing 
liberty and freedom,  which is natural, precious 
and agreeable by DHARMA.

KRIYA        CONSEQUENCE: If you live according to
the hints conveyed by the Inner Soul and daily 
practicing the words and works informed by IT -
Our BEING attains the STATE OF ECSTASY for a 
long period, reaches the spires of temple of the soul. 
Our LIFE is satisfied with the ultimate liberty, LIFE 
becomes FULL OF BLISS as one festival, as one 
celebration.

The Inner Soul’s guidelines for worldly life:

1. TRUTH: Elapsed past is a dream, it won’t return
back. Unknown future is an illusion, it never exists.
Which is uncontaminated, boundless, limitless, 
extraordinary,  always shining everywhere without 
beginning & ending; Living infinitely with non-dual 
love feeling in everyone, in everything beyond the 
time & space, birth & death; the Inner Soul merely.

2. DESTINY: ‘Now-Here’ with the full attention, 
awareness, alertness observing the environment &
situations in our internal and external at rest; Not 
saying any kind of judgement, not making any 
decision, without any election receiving the nature
with the witness of inner soul; By applying the 
LIVING KRIYA PRINCIPLES with acceptance, 
spend life together with all creatures.

In every being the selfsame inner soul is living.

3. CONSCIOUSNESS: Misery & distress are unneeded
about the things happened. Fear & anxiety are 
irrelevant about the things will happen. Simply the
thing happening now-here in our surroundings is 
essential, valuable and utilizable. By keeping the 
whole vision on the things happening in the nature,
having absolute contemplation, deal with wiseness.

4. RESPONSIBILITY: The words told by our inner 
soul, the works to be done in life, not showing 
negligence, not postponing, must be accomplished 
totally as early as possible without defects & faults.
Every moment be in more conscious, not delaying,
complete our all life deeds carefully, cautiously in 
the proper way.

5. SELF: Promises, Agreements, Challenges, Oaths,
Swearings, Obstinacies, Persistencies, Contracts,
Vows, Tie-ups, Conditions, Restrictions, Assurances 
etc. as time passes separate one from another in us; 
divide, place apart and produce EGOISM; loses 
liberty and freedom; lastly bonds, diseases, agonies 
and slavery remains.

6. WAY: If any Person 1. by knowing the TRUTH
                                    2. according to DESTINY
                                    3. being CONSCIOUS
                                    4. holding RESPONSIBILITY
                                    5. without EGOISM 
by allowing the LAWS OF NATURE with 
compassionate heart; by harmonizing in deep 
synchronicity with the entire universe; IS LIVING 
worldly, then that Person arrives the INNER SOUL.

www.premasamrajyam.wordpress.com
www.facebook.com/premasamrajyam

 PREMA SAMRAJYAM - INVITATION

Living with Liberty & Freedom,

Sharing Love,

To Experience Ecstasy,

Prema Samrajyam invites

 FRIENDS.

7995114440 7995224440

For Supporting ofGuiding & 
INDIVIDUAL LIVING,

 KRIYA BASED LIVING

Parvathipuram, Vizianagaram, A.P.
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Any Person Living in the Spiral way, 
attains Prema Samrajyam - Darshanam, 

Experiences Ecstasy.
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